The standard methods of detecting twinning can fail in cases of structures with pseudo-translations because the effect of a translation, close to the fraction of the unit cell vector on the diffraction pattern is opposite to the effect of twinning. Pseudo-translations increase the fraction of extremely weak and extremely strong intensities, whereas merohedral twinning causes a decrease in intensity variation. In such cases, the statistical analysis of intensities may be insufficient to rule out the possibility of twinning. The only applicable method then is the Padilla & Yeates L-test (1), comparing pairs of intensities within parity sub-classes of reflections (provided that the twin fraction is significantly different from 0.5). Therefore, if the electron density cannot be interpreted unambiguously it is worth considering if a twinning operator exists that might possibly explain the apparent disorder. The program PHENIX (2) can be used to indicate, based on the X-ray diffraction data, the possible twin operators and the twin fraction, the correct space group and NCS symmetry operators.

